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PRESIDENT'S REPORT
I am delighted to assume the duties of the President of the Mississauga Camera
Club. Thank you to all the well wishers who greeted me at the November 2nd
meeting.
I extend my appreciation to all the members who attended the Annual General

Meeting and those who sent in their proxy votes.
The Board wishes to express our gratitude to Craig Stirton who is stepping down
from the President’s role after a very busy 3 years in which he took an active
leadership role to examine many different solutions to the complex competition rating
and tracking system we had used and modiﬁed over the years, examined parts of the
Club Constitution, looked into the afﬁliation with the City of Mississauga and
considered the requirements for extended insurance to cover members of the Club
on ‘away’ outings.
Although Bob Warren has been serving the Club superbly as a non-voting secretary,
I wish to welcome Bob to the newly-created position as Secretary. On behalf of the
Board, I extend my thanks to Garry Weiler, Jim Evans, Katherine Foster and Warren
Davis who have agreed to remain on the Board with me for the next year.
You may well notice that the above slate of ofﬁcers focuses our attention on 2 serious
concerns.
VACANCY - COMMUNICATIONS DIRECTOR
First, the Board is short one Director – the position of Director Communications. The
member of the Club who was nominated to serve as a Director on the 2017-2018
Board has advised the Board that because of prior commitments he is unable to
fulﬁll the responsibilities of being a Director with portfolio this year.
Through an unfortunate miscommunication the member did not clearly understand
that a Director who is elected to the Board has a portfolio to manage.which I vacated
to assume the President’s role.
As per MCC Constitution 1.7 Executive, the elected Board has unanimously
conﬁrmed David Penty as the new President of the Mississauga Camera Club; the
Communications Portfolio is now vacant.
If you or someone you know is available and willing to assume the role of
Communications Director please forward their name to:
Craig Stirton at digitalchair@mississaugacameraclub.ca
NEW DIRECTORS FOR 2018 NEEDED NOW
Secondly, as explained by the following "Message from the Outgoing President", all
Board members with the exception of the newly-created Secretary, are due to leave
at the end of this ﬁscal year.
On the good news side, I’m encouraged by the results of the newly implemented
Entry Wizard software system we used for the recent Competition #1 entries. By all
accounts, the software use by Members, and the ‘back ofﬁce’ image tracking and
judging system passed it’s ﬁrst live test with ﬂying colours. The implementation was
performed by a large group of volunteers and we are all indebted. My congratulations
to Warren and his Competition team, the website and software support team. A job
well done! Be sure to attend the Competition #1 Results night on November 16th.
As your new club President, I encourage you to speak to me or any member of the
Board so that we can continue to make the Mississauga Camera Club the type of
organization you feel proud to join. Let us know your ideas for change, or your
satisfaction with how the club is progressing. Your feedback is very important.
Sincerely,
David Penty
President, MCC

MESSAGE FROM OUTGOING PRESIDENT
As I leave the position of President in David Penty’s very capable hands and I look
down the road about twelve months I am filled with grave concern for the
governance of the Mississauga Camera Club.
As things evolved for the recent AGM there was only one vacancy on the Board of
Directors. Three of the current Directors currently completing their second year
decided to remain in their positions. For continuity this is a stabilizing decision.
However, the other two Directors who are entering their second year of service on
the Board have already indicated that they will not continue in their roles after the
2017/2018 season.
Therefore at the 2018 AGM, the Club will need to elect five Directors. In other words,
virtually a complete Board.
I implore each member of this Club to seriously look at how you can contribute and
serve this Club. With over two hundred members surely there are a half dozen of you
who want to see this organization continue. Therefore contact incoming President
David Penty let him know your are interested and prepared to serve the Club as a
Director starting in 2018. Ask him to give you the opportunity to attend and
observeBoard meetings. Acquaint yourself with the portfolios of the current
Directors to learn what is involved.
In this way, you will be familiar with the issues and have a better understanding of
the workings of the Club.
The reality is that if members to not rise to this challenge and if there is no one to
serve as an executive in twelve months then the Club will have to cease operations.
You have clear choice.
Sincerely,
Craig Stirton

MESSAGE FROM PROGRAM DIRECTOR
I’ve spent many hours researching websites for potential presenters at our club
meetings and I’ve been pleased with my choices, but I also welcome suggestions
for potential presenters from members of our club. I have received some
suggestions from members and it’s much appreciated, but being we only have time
for about 13 presenters during our season, it's a difficult process with the
selections. If your suggestion didn’t work out for this season’s program, it may be
a fit for next season’s program. This past Thursday our presenter was Neil Ever

Osborne and I want to thank Pat Donaldson for her suggestion to have Neil present
to our club. I think most members would agree Neil provided an excellent
presentation to our members. Thanks again Pat, great suggestion.
Thanks again to all the people who have sent me suggestions for potential
presenters for our Program, and please keep on searching and send any suggestions
to me and include the website address.
I am looking for a volunteer that would like to assist me with the Program duties. If
you’re interested in working with the Program, please contact me at
garryweiler@rogers.com
Thanks,
Garry Weiler
Program Director

PROGRAM NOTES
MCC Meeting  November 16, 2017
1st Competition Results
Digital images submitted will be presented by projection and prints
submitted will be on display for viewing. Winners of the competitions will
receive ribbons at this meeting.

MCC Meeting  November 23, 2017
Title of Presentation: The Northwest Passage: Tracing One Warm Line
Presenter: David Newland
www.adventurecanada.com
Highlighting the longrunning Canadian fascination with the North, this talk views the
Arctic through the lens of a traveller from the south  by far the commonest visitor to
the Far North. Touching on the history of Arctic exploration, including the story of
Franklin’s lost expedition, the presentation goes on to introduce Inuit ideas of
territory, community, and creative culture. Also discussed are Arctic wildlife and
ecology, including glaciers, sea ice and the potential effects of climate change in the
North. This presentation includes projected images and video. Writer, performer and
speaker David Newland was named a Fellow of the Royal Canadian Geographical
Society in 2015, a distinction that reflects a lifelong passion for exploring Canadian
landscapes and stories. Over the past 5 summers, David has travelled in the
Northwest Passage as an expedition host, Zodiac driver and performer with
Adventure Canada. His current musical project is The Northwest Passage in Story

and Song, a musical presentation based on his continuing journeys to the High
Arctic.

MCC Meeting  December 2, 2017
Title of Presentation: Journey to Antartica
Presenter: David Clow
www.lightrenderings.com
As a former marine biologist, and keen wildlife photographer, David was able to live a
lifelong dream in 2006, and travel to Antarctica. Over three weeks, he sailed 4000
miles aboard a Russian research vessel, and circumnavigated the Scotia Sea. Stops
included the Falklands, South Georgia, and Elephant Island, before reaching the
Antarctic continent.
While the Antarctic destination was definitely awe inspiring, the 2 week long journey
to get there was even more breathtaking. There were unbelievable geographic
vistas, with mountains, glaciers, and icebergs. Those images were only surpassed by
the incredible marine wildlife, during the southern hemisphere’s season of rearing
their young. Colony sizes in some locations exceed 200,000 animals! Through 810
AV shows, and a dozen large prints, David will share the thrills of this incredible
adventure to the bottom of the world.
Those planning on attending David Clow's presentation on Antarctica, Dec 7th, would benefit
from checking out the following You Tube videos:
A) Antarctic exploration and survival, with Sir Ernest Shakleton (25 mins)
www.youtube.com/watch?v=sgh_77TtX5I
B) Antarctic whaling industry (12 mins)
www.youtube.com/watch?v=zADNZup3Fmg

( address includes '_' between 'h' and '7')
(warning  graphic footage of hunting whales)

COMPETITION UPDATE
Competition Team Report
Our thanks to the many club contributors who have visited the 'Members Only' portal of the
website and submitted their outstanding images to Digital Competition #1. The digital
images of prints are there also, thank you. It is fair to say that everyone was nervous about
embarking on this new submission and online judging process. But our club members have
once again proven themselves to be technically adroit and very capable despite the occasional
software glitch. Many thanks to all! Digital Competition Chairs Craig Stirton and Bashar
Darghawth as well as Print Competition Chair Dave Field and I thank you for your keen
patience and understanding as we advanced with this project. We owe a great deal to Efraim
Perl and to Pradipta Datta for their long hours and intense work adapting the Entry Wizard
software to our needs and for producing the very clear instructions. Great work!
As we approach the November 16th First Competition Results Night I can reveal that the
competition participation is robust with almost 200 digital and 40 print images! We were also
gratified that there were numerous submissions in the new Natural Things category and that
most of you seemed to appreciate this new addition.
In this first competition we had a total of TEN judges appraising your work. In addition to the
usual 3 accredited GTCCC Digital competition and 3 accredited GTCCC "live" Print
competition guest judges, four of our own Judges in Training were working behind the scenes
to 'shadow' the real judges and to hone their own skills. These JIT's are working toward
GTCCC judge accreditation, improving their skills and gaining experience. MCC is very
proud to have an opportunity to contribute to the regional judging pool  an effort which

will ultimately benefit all of our neighbouring camera clubs. The GTCCC has recently
released an online inventory of regional judges for Competition Directors so that MCC can
select judges with talents and experience most closely aligned to our needs.
In addition we have launched a GTCCC Scoring Analysis application to assist our judges in
fulfilling their tasks with improved accuracy. All accredited judges and Judges in Training
who fully complete their tasks will receive the analysis.
For your interest in Competition #1 accredited digital judges were asked to rescore those
images which had a variance of 3 or more points between the highest and lowest scoring
judges. By requesting a rescore of such digital images, without any reference to their
original scores, the variability was inevitably reduced. This Scoring Analysis process is a
much desired benefit for GTCCC judges as it provides useful feedback on their work and it is
also an instructional tool which will, in time, help to further improve their critical judging
skills. Of course, judges are humans too and we realize that there will always be some
variability when evaluating art.
Any new Entrant members who would like a Mentor to help them to enter images into
competition or to critique their work are welcome to contact me. I will pair you with an
experienced Advanced volunteer member who awaits your request.
It is not too late to request an Advancement Review if you feel that you might be qualified to
advance to a higher level. As we have often said, everyone benefits when competitors are
placed at the appropriate levels. This program is principally for Entrant members. Refer to
the Handbooks or simply request a review today at: review@mississaugacameraclub.ca
As mentioned earlier the Competition Team will be posting the 1st Competition results to the
website shortly after the November 16 Results Night. If you are absent on the 16th your
results will be posted there for your reference.
The First Competition marks the beginning of 1/2 point digital and print scoring. This
initiative provides judges with far more latitude in scoring your images. This process is
called the GTCCC Scoring Model and it has now become mandatory for all GTCCC
accredited judges. You saw an outline of this model when I put it up on the screen at a recent
meeting. This system will inevitably lead to improved scoring accuracy, fewer ties and far
more reliability when awarding ribbons, trophies and other honours.
Starting with this first competition we introduce the BEST OF NINE digital and BEST OF
SIX print protocol. Our skilled Data Team consisting of John Sutherland and Mark Fenton
are responsible for introducing this exciting new system. If one of your images happens to be
disqualified you can easily make the necessary modification and enter it again next season
without penalty. And if you were unable to enter Competition #1 at all for some reason there
is also no penalty  provided that you enter your allotment in the remaining competitions this
season. Advancement and standings are unaffected provided that you enter 9 digital images
and/or 6 prints this season!
As you know the Digital and Print Handbooks have been edited and are now posted to the

website for your reference.
As you can see your Competition Team has been very busy. We are working diligently to
help our club competitors to improve their skills and to compete more effectively. Good luck
everyone!
Warren Davis,
Director of Competitions
director_comp@mississaugacameraclub.ca

IMAGE CRITIQUE SIG
Next Image Critique SIG meeting will be Tuesday the 14th at 7pm, usual spot (Lucy
Turnbull).
Please send small jpeg images to Dave Clow, SIG Leader, by Sunday night 12
midnight, to make sure your images will be included for review.
cdavid@rogers.com

UPCOMING WORKSHOPS
HDR Workshop - Saturday Nov 25
9:00 am to noon
What is HDR? It's High Dynamic Range.
This workshop will:
Give an overview and demos of the 4 popular HDR software
(Aurora HDR, Nik, Photomatix and Lightroom), including HDR examples from
each of the software packages.
Provide an overview of the pros and cons of using 3  9 exposures.
Demo how to fake HDR exposures from RAW images, use a single photo to
create HDR effect.
Show how to push RAW to create some HDR effects.
Show different effects that you can create.
Bring a pen, your note book and $10 fee for the workshop.., payable at the
door.
Reply to both Larry Jewett and to Andy Boersma if you plan to attend.

larryjewett@cogeco.ca
Andy@boersma.ca

Aperture, Shutter and ISO: Manipulating the Three
 Saturday Dec 2
9:00 am to noon
Aperture, Shutter and ISO: Manipulating the Three
A workshop exploring the interrelationship between Aperture, Shutter, and ISO.
Discover how to manipulate them as a group and achieve a properly exposed image
based on the type of picture you are taking. You will learn how to decide which of the
3 elements takes priority while adjusting the others to maintain your required
exposure and exercise creativity for your final result.
Workshop is limited to 15 people. Attendees should bring their camera and a tripod if
they have one. You should familiarize yourself with manual operation of your
particular camera model and be able to individually set the Aperture, Shutter and
ISO.

About Chris Alexander:
Chris worked for 28 years in the motion pictures camera department, beginning as a Focus Puller
and eventually working as a Camera Operator and Director of Photography. After leaving film, he
spent 8 years as a Global Product Manager for Rosco, specializing in a Polarizing material used in
Broadcast News and Sports.

There is a participation fee of $10 payable at the beginning of the workshop.
Chris Alexander
chris@cjalexander.ca
9055699265
9058088720 Cell
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